
         Purdue _ Feb 23 [18]86_ 
My own darling Effie: 
 I should like to know who is fishing now ___  You say you know that I am bored by your 
writing about our wedding arrangements and you want me to deny it & of course Darling I shall 
proceed to do so not merely to administer comfort to you[,] I though that is cause enough[,] 
but also because I feel that you misjudge me a little.  I don’t mind planning about our wedding 
at all & on the contrary I enjoy it very much & read with real pleasure all you wrote & wished 
there had been more of it.  Darling you know that my personal wish would be first of all for a 
wedding in church.  The church seems more sacred to me_ but if we dont have that my second 
choice would be a rather quiet & simple wedding at home__  But my own[,] I don’t want you to 
think that I am a martyr at all or anything of that sort if we have a large wedding.  I shall not feel 
at all so but for my own choice the quiet wedding would be preferred_  But my personal 
preference isn’t my first choice & Darling whatever my personal preference would be it would 
give way to yours and I am perfectly satisfied & happy in anything you suggest.  I think it will be 
nice for friends to be present[,] as many as care to come.  I shall be glad to have them come & 
see us married & meet each other & us for a social time and Darling whatever ceremonies you 
consider fit I certainly second most heartily & I will carry out every suggestion to the letter.  I 
want you to always have the satisfaction that you have given your friends a great pleasure & I 
want you to have every thing contribute to that end so far as it is any way possible.  I will not 
object at all to anything you think right for Darling you know what is best & I don’t know a thing 
about it.  

 Now Darling I will tell you what sort of physique Huston has for you can’t have much 
notion of him _ of course as I have never described him.  He is about six inches taller than I am 
and is nearer slender than stout but by no means slender.  He wears a full beard which is very 
dark red brown and has very dark red brown hair about the color of mine.  His eyes are also 
dark.  He dont look tall yet he is a little above the average height.  I do not know that he will 
come on but it is possible that he would.  If he would he would [be] a good person to attend to 
our guests.  He is a good dancer[,] very ready talker[,] would be good to entertain[,] is very 
quick & ready in expedient & would be first rate.  Mr Lee you know very well already[,] at least 
well enough to judge whether he would answer.  They wouldn’t either of them know the folks 
but I dont imagine their duties would be very onerous if we were married at the house at least.  
You don’t mention much which they would have to do_  Of course don’t think of asking Will 
Van Sant darling though I dont fear his doing any outlandish thing at all but I know how you 
dislike him & that is enough.  I am sorry you cant see beyond his mannerisms to the real man 
inside but you don’t know him as well as I do & of course it isn’t to be expected.  But I shall not 
think of asking him to officiate in that way so dont give yourself any alarm_  I have lots more 
friends or at least persons I find pleasant to know whom I imagine you would turn away from 
till you know them.  As for Charlie[,] Darling we will settle it that he is to be invited to be one of 
the ushers and I will see him or write to him in plenty of time to let him have a new dress suit 
made expressly for the event.  I join heartily in your wish that it was next July.  I am impatient 
for it.  You said you feared we should not be able to conceal the fact that we were just married 
we were going to be so happy__  Well I don’t care a cut about concealing it any how but I guess 
we can if we set out to[,]  at least we can try.  I am getting schooled to concealing my feelings as 
I never was before.  It will be an awful reaction tho & perhaps I wont be able to conceal joy as 



well as I can now conceal the other thing.  But we shall be happy[,] oh so happy[,] because we 
shall not have any more separations hanging over our heads_  I presume tho that no matter 
where we go it will leak out.  If we go to Barnes boarding house I presume he will divulge it in 
spite of my cautions.  We could no doubt find board in Boston & if we found it for ourselves we 
should then be much more likely to escape & perhaps that would be a better plan.  I could 
probably find someone who has knowledge of some good place in Boston or we could hunt up 
something thro the paper.  If we go to Boston by steamer[,] as we probably shall go, we shall 
arrive there early in the morning and then could hunt up a place through the paper & that 
would be good fun[,] wouldn’t it.  We might go via Newport & stop over there and see the 
place.  I know you would like that very well___  I could show you all the sights in one day & you 
would be tired out by night.  I like the Cambridge scheme better than staying in Boston even if 
we found a good place there.  What do you think about that?  Darling I hope to hear from Dr 
Smart in a week more.  I don’t like to press it too much for I don’t want him to think that I am 
too dependent on him.  If I press him I make my self less able to refuse a low offer than if I wait 
now for his first move.  I could make him speak & perhaps it would be wisest to do so but I 
think that we are sure of enough to live on without any doubt & I can better screw him up if I 
let things be quiet.  But I will write to Dr Buttz and ask him to keep his eye open & that if any 
position at all renumerative in eastern schools opens no matter what is required to be taught to 
let me know at once.  I can teach anything required in the lower schools[,] I mean academies & 
high schools etc[,] & he may learn of some position near home which would more than pay 
expenses.  I shall accept $1000. only conditionally & feel entirely free to drop it even at the 
middle of August of [or] first of next September if a good place should open_  But I believe they 
mean to do a good thing for me here & certainly I shall not stay unless they do.  I f I have 
nothing but zool[ogy] & Physiol[ogy] I suppose I shall not get much over $1000.  I shall not do 
full work for less than full pay but I have thus far not had very heavy work any of the time_  I am 
very anxious to have things take a definite shape but am not worrying a bit.  I have done my 
best & thank God I have gotten where I can leave the rest in his hands & hope & trust.  We have 
done wisely to plan to marry on $1000_  I feel sure we can do it, and am satisfied to try if we 
must & wait for better things.  We can’t force the future by worrying.  It don’t pay & I am 
getting where I can stand & not ask to see too far ahead_  Darling I must go to my geology 
lesson now.  Goodbye my own Darling.  I want you[,] oh how I want you.  I love you with all my 
heart. 

Your own loving 
       Harry_ 


